In 2016, journalism
students from Central
Connecticut State
University traveled to
Cuba to investigate and
explore a country closed
to many American
travelers for decades.
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T

he main airport in Havana is named for José Martí, a
19th century poet, novelist, journalist and intellectual
who inspired Cubans in their fight to oust Spain from
the island before dying in battle for that cause. Martí has
been invoked by revolutionaries since, and a pilgrimage
to a massive monument in his honor in the Plaza de la Revolución is
a mainstay on organized tours. The lyrics of Guantanamera, perhaps
the most widely known song out of Cuba, are from Martí’s poem,
Yo soy un hombre sincero.
Reverence for Martí, aside, this is not a country that is
friendly to journalism or attempts to speak truth to power.
That irony was one we as a class of journalists navigated
throughout our eight days in Cuba, from the interrogations some students faced in our first moments in José
Martí International Airport to the conversations we sought
to have with everyday people around the country. That is
why I, as one of the journalism professors leading the group to
Cuba, am proud of this publication.
We went to Cuba to experience it at a critical moment for the island
nation and the United States. President Barack Obama’s move to normalize relations between the two countries has sparked imaginations
and hope even as some politicians and communities in the United
States pushed back. Around the time of Obama’s announcement in
December 2014, I started thinking Cuba might be the kind of adventure that would engage our students with history and current affairs,
and a good reporting opportunity. Our department, working with
CCSU’s Center for International Education, has traveled to China,
Normandy for the 70th anniversary of D–Day, Paris and London a
couple of times. But this would be different.
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Aware of the limited wifi and Internet, as well as some of the
restrictions on reporting, especially without journalism visas, we initially planned to gather material for more leisurely projects when we
returned. But Obama upped the ante. When we learned that we would
be in Cuba the same week as the President, my colleague Darren
Sweeney and I knew we needed to ramp up our ambitions. That meant
Twitter and Instagram when technology permitted on the road, and
the project you are reading in print and digital.
Maybe the spirit of José Martí was watching over us. More revealing than the headline-grabbing events was the traveling we did around
the country, to Cienfuegos and Trinidad, allowing the students to talk
with everyday Cubans. The students, who did research on their topics,
from art to food rationings to the status of women, prior to our
departure from Connecticut, seemed to find stories and people to talk with wherever they went. Not all exchanges were
free flowing. Cubans, who face arrest for critical speech
against the government, looked over their shoulders and
often did not give their full names, and the students did
not push. Also making reporting difficult was the language
barrier ,though our ace in the hole was sophomore journalism major Kimberly Peńa ,a native Spanish speaker who
won a Sigrid Schultz Scholarship that paid her way as our official
translator. “Where’s Kim?” was a cry one would hear often during the
week.
The stories in this issue reflect some of our challenges, but they also
reflect some of the spirit of everyday life in Cuba and the students’
initiative.
One has to be careful about reading too much into these moments.
Already Fidel and Raul Castro have pushed back from some of
the euphoria with which Obama was met, reaffirming their desire to
continue with communism.
But for a moment in time we were there and offer some of what we
saw.
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‘The Forbidden Fruit’
Heightens Interest In Study Abroad
By DARREN SWEENEY
Faculty Co-Director

W

hether it was the local TV
stations coming to campus,
the live in-studio interview
with a student during the 5
o’clock news or the reporters from the many local papers writing about
it, the Central Connecticut State University
2016 spring break study abroad trip to Cuba
ended up making local headlines.
Study abroad trips at CCSU are usually
proposed and planned one to two years in
advance. The course abroad to Cuba was accepted during the spring of 2015. CCSU has
been sending groups to Cuba for a decade,
including groups during the summer of 2014
and 2015. Still, the buzz increased among
the students, faculty and community over
the prospect of visiting a country that most
Americans were restricted to visit for more
than 50 years.
Most people don’t know anyone who has
traveled there. This fact alone garnered interest in the trip. When it appeared, by sheer
coincidence, that the first sitting United States
president since 1928 was going to visit at the
same time and place as CCSU, interest from
local media began to escalate. Add in another
coincidental historic performance planned in
Cuba by the Rolling Stones during the same

week and the study abroad made headlines in
both local and social media.
When the group was relocated out of Havana because of the president’s visit, students
and faculty took to social media, reaching out
to the White House or local representatives to
try and gain access to the president’s speech
event. They also tweeted and wrote to the
Tampa Bay Rays, a Major League baseball
team that was set to play the Cuban National
Team in Havana (another history-making
coincidence of the week). Local papers like
the Hartford Courant, New Britain Herald
and the Meriden Record-Journal all reported on different angles of the trip. All of the
local television stations carried some form of
coverage.
Besides local media attention, this was the
type of trip that had many people waiting for
pictures to be posted on Twitter, Instagram
and Facebook. Deb Manzione is a Facebook
friend of one of the trip’s faculty advisors. She
has family in Cuba, and has to rely on stories
and pictures brought back to satisfy her curiosity about their [Cuban] way of life.
“It’s like the forbidden fruit. [The few]
people who have ventured there come back
and say it’s like a time warp. They speak of the
beauty of the island and its friendly people.
For now, those stories have to satisfy our
curiosity,” said Manzione.
Many of the trip’s participants commented

on similar reactions from faculty and friends
when returning home from the journey.
Many who followed via social media commented on how interesting it was to see a
place that has been so “off limits” before.
“I want to know all the details so I can
have a picture of this forbidden paradise,”
Manzione said. “I have family somewhere on
that island, and so lookforward connect with
them. I am so looking forward to seeing your
pictures and hearing about your experience
there.”
Darlene Gable, administrative assistant in
the English department at CCSU, said Cuba
has always fascinated her. It is a country so
close yet still so foreign [because of travel restrictions]. “The updates with pictures of the
Obamas watching baseball, the Rolling Stones
playing a free concert, the gorgeous white
sand beaches, the classic ‘50s taxis, and the
joy of the Cuban people, gave me a window
into the country. As a CCSU employee and
an alumna, I felt partnered in this historical
trip through the real-time social media posts,”
Gable said.
The trip abroad to Cuba was to explore
and document different aspects of Cuban culture, and to see how the country is adapting
to change. Instead, the timing of historic visits
from the president and others, turned the
CCSU reporting class into a local news story.
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A Game Of Diplomacy
By TYLER ROAIX AND
GALILEO SUTHERLAND-WEST

H

AVANA — For over 50 years, the United States and Cuba have been at odds.
With the Cold War turmoil, sanctions
and embargos, it was a wonder that the
two countries would be able to coexist again. But the Obama administration has made a
newfound effort to improve relations between the two
countries, and many Cubans had been looking forward
to the day it rejoins joins the world. That day got closer
March 22, as President Obama joined Cuban President
Raul Castro, to watch a baseball game. Yes, that’s right, a
baseball game.
The Tampa Bay Rays, a Major League Baseball team,
made the 334-mile trip to Havana to play in a sporting
event that can only be described as historic. It was the
first time since 1999 that America brought its pastime
to the island.
The 55,000-seat Estadio Latinoamericano was
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filled to capacity as fans from all over the world joined
diplomats and media to witness history in the making.
Former New York Yankee great Derek Jeter and MLB’s
chief baseball officer, Joe Torre, made notable appearances as representatives of Major League Baseball. The
VIP sections were crowded with executives from nearly
every sports media outlet.
The atmosphere in the stadium alone was enough to
give goose bumps. The Cuban players and fans showed
how proud they were of their country. Every catch, hit
and out was met with raucous cheering. Not only that,
but it was incredible to see how excited they were to have
the United States in their backyard. After all, Obama
got the loudest ovation of the night. The excitement and
enthusiasm was an obvious indication of how ready the
Cuban people may be for a new era.
For several years, the MLB has reaped the benefits of
Cuban baseball. Stars like Yasiel Puig, now with the Los
Angeles Dodgers, and Yoenis Cespedes of the N.Y. Mets
moved to the United States for a better life. They are what
is known as “defectors.”

Cuban stars have left everything behind for the simple
reason that there is no money to
be made in Cuba, and millions
await in the U.S. For many
ballplayers, the incentives to stay
in Cuba are simply no match for
the potential success that lies in
America.
Mike Alvarez, a local Cuban baseball fan, expressed the
difficulties of trying to develop a
career in Cuba’s biggest sport.
“The government won’t pay
them anything,” Alvarez said.
“They only make 40 CUCs (
about $40) per month. If they’re
lucky, they have a small house,
but it’s not good. So they go to
America and make millions.”
Hector Oliva, another Cuban
fan, was hopeful that the two
countries can reconcile.
“This game is important because America has not helped
the relationship up until now,”
he said. “But now there is more
love. You keep repeating you
are a friendly country. I hope
that we can continue to work
together.”
The Rays won the game 4-1,
fueled by a two-run home run
from first baseman James Loney. But it was obvious from the
first pitch that this game meant
much more than a win or loss.
Guillermo Aviles Difurno, an
outfielder for the Cuban national team, had plenty to share
about his experience.
“I am very happy to have
been able to play in front of so
many people,” Difurno said.
“This is an important time and
this should open the door for
Cuba.”
What happens now is still
yet to be determined. After
the game, Fidel Castro quickly
spoke out against America, saying, “We don’t need the empire
to give us anything.”
It isn’t clear how much Raul
Castro shares his brother’s
beliefs, as both governments are
looking to maintain a positive
relationship moving forward.
Cuba has already stated publicly that it would be happy to
host future games, even as early
as next year. The MLB has yet
to say whether or not it would
agree. But as we have seen in
the past, anything is possible
with baseball. It may just be the
one thing that brings Cuba back
to life.
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Students are required to be a part of political organizations such as the Committees
for the Defense of the Revolution (CDR).
It is evident that these beliefs have been
instilled in the Cuban people and the cycle
continues from generation to generation.
“Everything we teach here is about
the revolution. I have no reason to teach
anything that has nothing to do with the
revolution,” said Barbara, a teacher at the
Clodomira Acosta Primary School in Trinidad. She did not give her surname.
Barbara’s been teaching at the same
school for more than 30 years and says the
curriculum has not changed much since.
“That’s how I was raised to be and that is
how I matured,” she said. “I can teach the
class however I like to, but always with the
morals of the revolution.”
Education serves as a tool to foster social
equality, an important part of Castro’s revolution. Marxism ideology was the basis of
a curriculum that stresses that the well-being of the state takes precedence over the

individual. These principles continue to
maintain the foreground to what is taught
in schools, and as a result many private
institutions have been shut down.
Yet, despite the restrictions on education
policy, the revolution did create a tremendous progressive change for the country.
Martin Carnoy, professor of education and
economics at Stanford University, found
that Cuban schools use a European curriculum in math that, according to experts,
is better than the variety of math curricula
used in U.S. schools.
“Cuban teachers were much more likely
to have students solve math problems from
worksheets during class, then analyze their
solutions in full-class discussion, Carnoy
wrote. “Cuban pupils…were fully involved
and seemed to be ‘getting’ the concepts
being taught.”
Teachers stay with the same group of
students for four years. Therefore, teachers
know each student well. The average school
day for children can start at 8:30 a.m. and

end at 6:30 p.m. The academic year is extended as well, running from September to
July on all levels including university.
This may not be the most conventional
system, but it’s working for Cuba. Since
Cuba nationalized education in 1959, it has
become the best education system in Latin
America and the Caribbean and is the only
country on the continent to have a high-level teaching faculty, according to a 2014
report by The World Bank.
The Cuban children have dreams that are
not unlike those of young people elsewhere.
Raul, 13, likes school because, he says,
the professors are good. His dream is to
become a professional soccer player.
“I want to be a massage therapist or tour
guide…to help my mom and family,” says
14 –year- old Alina.
While Cuba does not have top-of-theline facilities, the most up to-date technology, or many of the liberties in the United
States, it manages to educate its people.

MITZIE MARTIN

Education For All
And It’s Free
By MITZIE MARTIN

C

uba allocates 13 percent its budget to education making it the No. 1 nation
in the category of highest investment contributing to education. Its literacy rate is 99.8 percent, ranking No. 9 of 215 countries.
And its education system is free. That includes going to college.
All of Cuba’s education system is run by the Ministry of Higher Education, which is responsible for not only managing the schools and regulating teaching
methods and courses, but also establishing educational policies and ensuring that all
the schools comply with government standards.
With this compliance, primary education is compulsory for children ages 6 to14.
And teachers are required to teach material that supports socialism.
During Cuba’s revolution Fidel Castro used education as way to propel his revolution. Children would attend school and also be sent to farms to do agricultural work
or factories to fulfill industrial needs. This combination of work and study became the
standard.
Cuba’s education revolved around the needs of the state and patriotic orthodoxy.
Education became universal under Castro’s reign, and it was required that all who
went through the education system actively support and promote government policies
before and after schooling.
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Art Supplies Food
For Many Families
By LAURA HASPESLAGH
AND SINTIA ARELUS

A

rt is one of the oldest and most
universal forms of expression
that can bridge cultures and
people. For many Cuban artists
art is also what feeds their
families. Streets are lined with shops full of
artwork that, if sold, will buy the next meal.
There’s a consistency and style that is
applied to the art being sold on the streets.
Cubans have limited access to many things,
including art supplies. This is reflected in the
similarities found in most of the artwork.
Because of the high cost of brushes, canvases
and paint, many artists are forced to get their
supplies through unorthodox and somewhat
dangerous channels.
According to a Cienfuegos artist, Louis
Munoz, supplies can be purchased on the
black-market. Considering that the average
Cuban salary is low, Munoz says any break
he can get is worth it for him to do what he
loves.
Because of the slim selection of supplies
available, most Cuban artists paint with oils
on canvases. Paint is stored in plastic water
bottles and mixing pallets are usually cardboard top pieces and storage-bin lids. Like
the rest of the population, artists must also
find a way to stretch out every last bit of what
they have.
Munoz helps run a shop in Cienfuegos
where he sells his own art. The prices for his
pieces range from seven to about 30 CUCs
( about $30) for small- to medium- sized
paintings. He takes pride in his landscape
paintings that mirror photographs. While
describing a painting, Munoz ,with a proud
grin, said, “It looks like a picture, but it’s not a
picture. It’s hand-painted.” His favorite model
is his pregnant dog, Luna.
Unlike other artists, Munoz graduated
first with degree in law but because college
is free in Cuba, he went back to school for a
degree in art. And his art is his sole source
of income. “It’s a freedom to myself,” he said.
“Mi alma,” while placing an open palm on his
chest to signify his love for what he does.
On the easel in the back of the small
shop stand two identically-sized, unfinished
paintings. Both are boldly-colored renditions of famous people: Compay Segundo, a
famous Cuban musician, and Che Guevara,
the revolutionary. People and landscapes are
a common theme in Cuban art; still life and
realism seem to be scarcely used.
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Much like Munoz, Trinidad artist Eliberto
Vega faces similar challenges with getting
enough supplies to create art and make a
living. Vega owns the shop that offers a selection from paintings to carved souvenirs. The
paintings and crafted wooden pieces are created by him and several members of his family. The small shop is covered with oil-based
paintings of landscapes and cigar holders
carved by his nieces and nephews. Vega said
not many Cubans buy pieces in the shop.
“We run a business solely dependent on
tourists and, with more people being able
to come to Cuba, we hope that means more
money for us,” he said.
The prices of the paintings and souvenirs
range from 2 CUCs for a small item to 200
CUCs for large paintings. In an average week
the family will make around 35 CUCs, a little
more than average.
In the same way that buildings and cars
appear to be stopped in time, the Cuba style
of art also seems suspended. The use of bright
vivid colors in portraits is much like the pop
art movement of the mid 1950s. A popular
tourist shopping warehouse contained walls
covered in art consisting of celebrities and
people painted in complimentary colors,
reminiscent of Andy Warhol’s “Marilyn
Diptych.”
In the Havana Market, selling the artwork
is usually a family business. The children of

the artists sit patiently by layers of art and
call upon their parents and grandparents to
negotiate prices. In a more competitive layout
much like an outlet where there are large
numbers of shops under one roof, the artist is
less likely to be found.
Nicolas Valentina sells his father’s artwork,
most of which are on large pieces of canvases
depicting Afro-Cuban influences, dark skin
and Afros.
“My father painted these,” he said. “I come
in every day with my mother to sell them.
We’re lucky to sell one, maybe two paintings
every few weeks.” A large canvas would go for
200 CUCs, Valentina said, but he was willing
to lower the price after consulting with his
mother.
The Valentina family has a spot right next
to the door so he is one of the people tourists
may see upon entering. The farther a visitor
travels into the building the tighter the maze,
which can be is off-putting to those looking
to buy. Competition is even stronger in the
thick of the market, filled with Cubans forced
to aggressively get the attention of tourists to
make any sort of profit for the day. It may be
scary for a tourist, but it’s even worse for the
artist trying to make a living.
“Every day we come out here because this
is how we eat,” says Valentina. “No hay otra
opcion para nosotros,” which means, “There
is no choice.”

LAURA HASPESLAGH
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of these religions. It’s a mix.”
“There is a religious syncretism,” Gonzales
continued. “It is called religious syncretism
to all those religions in which the Catholic
Church inserts itself in the Afro‐ Cuban
church: Santa Barbara, La Virgen de la
Caridad, San Anne, San Lazaro… From the
Catholic Church, there is also La Virgen de
Las Mercedes, San Lazaro, San Judas. They
all have their explanation in the African
religion.”
Other Cubans from Trinidad also gave
high praise to Santa Barbara, and how they
pray to her as a god. Alesandrea Alsina
Manez, 28, works in a restaurant called Paladar, which is considered an ancient house
and is ornate with religious symbols such as
crosses, pictures of Jesus, and a statue of Santa Barbara. While she doesn’t go to church,
Manez spoke about her individual faith, and
said, “I pray to Santa Barbara, as she gives me
hope.”
Not all people have faith in God, however,
and prefer to place their belief in their country. On the streets of Trinidad, 58-year-old

Lasaro Calderon Quartez sells symbolic religious wear and jewelry as a form of income,
but places his faith in the hands of Cuba and
not a God.
“I’m communist,” said Quartez, as he
lowered his voice and spoke from hardship
and profound life experiences that guided
him to his spirituality. “What kills a man is
ambition. I know a lot of men who have gone
to Puerto Rico and were killed.”
Quartez spoke about how, because of a
lack of opportunity in Cuba, some friends
decided to travel to Puerto Rico for work and
a better life. They found themselves in illegal
trade activities, of which he did not feel comfortable sharing the specifics, and through
their work were killed. Quartez holds this as
an affirmation of his faith in Cuba, and while
there is struggle for food and business, he at
least still has his life.
As for worship, around 100 people will go
to a temple, such as the home of Santa Barbara in El Templo de Changó. Others practice
and pray to San Lazaro in places where there
are communities of people educated on the

saint, and congregations the size of a typical
classroom of 15-20 people will move worship
locations from house to house.
Vega and Gonzales said the visit in September by Pope Francis helped bring these
religions together and helped create a unity
between the different faiths and how it affects
the week of Good Friday and Easter.
“This week is Holy Week,” said Gonzales, the professor. “This Friday there will be
a procession. They walk six blocks. That is
the Catholic religion. Everyone goes there
to pray to the Cristo of the Vera Cruz (Jesus
Christ). In Trinidad, Holy Week is celebrated
with a procession on Friday where all the
town, believers and non- believers, Catholics
and non‐Catholics, accompany them on the
walk.”
Gonzales said the pope’s visit was symbolic and helped create a unity between the different theologies. “This week, the Afro-Cuban religions have their saints covered. The
pope, when he came, said Good Friday is a
recess from work, that Friday is a holiday and
we do not work, no matter what religion.”

CHRISTOPHER MARINELLI

A Nation Of Varied Religions
By CHRISTOPHER MARINELLI

C

uba hosts the practices of a diverse landscape
of religions, spread from the more traditional faiths of Christianity and Judaism to the
aboriginal groups of Afro-Cubano, Santeria,
Yoruba and Palo-Monte. Despite the close
proximity of each faith’s respective house of worship in
the urban and impoverished areas where people ask for
not money but T-shirts, toilet paper and toothpaste, these
religions have founded a special community of living in
solidarity and abstaining from religious exclusivity as they
show respect for the Gods to whom their neighbors send
their prayers.
It was in the streets of Trinidad that we met Rancy
Calilen Sanchez, a middle-aged man who approached us
after seeing us speaking with an elementary school teacher
through the steel bars of the school house where children
were enjoying nap time on a spread of cots. The teacher
was telling us that the children attended a separate Christian Sunday school when Sanchez came up, curious about
where we were from as well as eager to chat.
We spoke about religion briefly as he mentioned his
beliefs in God and his emphasis on going to church each

Sunday. After we parted ways after giving him some toiletries, he came looking for us in Trinidad and, once he found
us, said he had found two religion professors who practice
some of the Afro-Cuban religions.
We ended up in the humble abode and restaurant called
“La Corona Trinidad Saucti Spiritus,” where we sat down
and spoke with professors Maria Coridad Lahera Gonzales and Thusnelda Duppay Vega, who practice and teach
through their home and restaurant.
Gonzales practices and teaches a variant of Yoruba
called “el Palo Monte,” which uses icons from Christianity
such as the cross while maintaining its roots from the Congo in ritual practices involving coconut shells, sticks and
animal parts. While not in Gonzales’ or Vega’s case, others
practice with human remains, they said.
Yoruba came to Cuba through the African slave trade,
and has since found a home on the island and is part of the
co-existence and fusion with the other religious groups.
“Cuba is very religious,” said Gonzales. “It maintains
itself religiousness through the congruence of various religions. There is Catholicism, Protestantism, and Christianity. Many religions converge. But all of them derive from the
Catholic Church. In the case of the Trinidad, the Trinitarian is Catholic. However, they also practice different types
CHRISTOPHER MARINELLI
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BRENNAH DALLAIRE

A Taste Of Hospitality
By BRENNAH DALLAIRE

A

fter almost 24 hours of travel from
Connecticut, we had finally landed
in Cuba. I shuffled across the tarmac
into the airport; an hour and half
later I had been through customs and
collected my luggage. I was free to venture outside
into the muggy but fresh Havana air.
A coach bus awaited our group of 21 in the
parking lot of José Marti International Airport
fueled and ready to drive us to a resort in Varadero
another two hours away. I chose a seat, plopped
my bags in front of my feet and took a deep breath.
Cuba at last.
Our guide, Milton Alexei Pérez Sotomayor,
foreseeing that we would be exhausted but also
hungry came prepared with dinner or by this
time maybe breakfast. I was handed two ham and
cheese sandwiches stacked on top of each other
paired with fried plantain chips, a small pastry and
a juice box. Though my first meal in Cuba wouldn’t
be considered fine dining, it was most fulfilling and
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set a tone for the incredible hospitality that was to
continue for the duration of the trip.
Families prepared colorful meals garnished with
parsley and guava, a tropical fruit. Cafe owners
started up conversations asking if I was enjoying
Cuba as they manually brewed fresh espresso with
foamed milk. Thought and attention to detail was
put into every meal. For this type of service the
most I paid for a single meal was 20 CUCs, around
$20. I could get sugar cane juice for 2 CUCS and a
scoop of ice-cream for under a CUC.
What will $20 get you in Havana? Quite a bit.
Every meal I sat down to was multiple courses. A
basket of sliced artisan bread with a cream dipping
sauce would come first. Then, a platter of fresh lettuce, tomato and cucumbers was served. I dressed
my veggies with oil and vinegar, salt and pepper
from the table. At La Galia, pork and chicken
skewers with a chorizo style sausage were served
with “moros”and yucca chips.
Moros is a popular Cuban style of rice and
beans prepared by cooking the rice and black beans
together so that the beans color and flavor the

rice. Yucca is a root and a potato-like starch.
Other popular dishes include seafood paella,
fried plantains and pork croquettes. Popular
dessert items were flan, which is a custard
covered with syrup, ice-cream, rice pudding
and meringue.
There is some Spanish inspiration in many
Cuban dishes but what sets a Cuban meal
apart is ending your meal with “café cubano.”
As Maria Caridad Lahera Gonzalez owner
of Restaurante La Corona Trinidad said,
“The Cuban coffee is the stamp of any Cuban
meal.” In Cuba a few hours spent on a meal is
the norm. The end of any meal is spent sipping “café” and enjoying the feeling of being
full but not stuffed.
I wasn’t aware of it at the time but a day
trip to Las Terrazas, a small community and
nature reserve about 55 miles west of Havana,
would be my lifeline, rescuing me from travel
fatigue.
We got on the bus in Varadero early that
morning, rain and clouds didn’t help fight the
enervation I felt on our drive into the mountains. We got off the bus in Pinar del Río
and ran from the rain down a flight of stairs
passing a residence and landing in a small
cafe overlooking the cloudy, overcast hills of
Las Terrazas.
Café de Maria was a small coffee bar with
a few bench seats and small wooden tables.
Maria, the founder of the cafe and the barista,
explained how coffee
grown in the area was
brewed and blended with
a sweet rum made from
guava named “Guaybita
del Pinar” and crowned
with milk foam to make
her signature beverage
“Café de Maria.”
The menu included
the usual “café con lêche,”
which is coffee with milk
and other espresso beverages but what caught my
attention was a drink you
wouldn’t find in a Starbucks back home, “Café
Las Terrazas,” the description read, “refreshing cocktail with milk, coffee, cacao
liquor, chocolate and ice.”
The creamy blended concoction came out served
in an eclectic ceramic mug
plated with a small chocolate creme cookie.
The experience at Café
de Maria inspired an
obsession and dependence
on Cuban coffee. At every
meal and stop along our
bus rides I anticipated a
hot cup of “cafe con leche.”

Every cup of “café cubano” I was served had
a perfect milk foam cap and was free of bitterness, no sugar necessary. The best part was
a cup of coffee didn’t ruin my student traveler
budget at only 2 CUCs.
While every good meal ends with a cup of
“café cubano,” it begins with a cocktail featuring the world famous Havana Club rum. At
every meal we were offered options of Mojito,
Cuba Libre, and, in Trinidad, Canchánchara.
The well- known Mojito is a mixture of lime,
mint, rum and soda water. The Cuba Libre
may be less widely known cocktail but is still
a signature drink of a Cuban meal. In the
states we would order a rum and coke. The
Cuba Libre, while similar to this common
cocktail, has a few distinct measures that
make it stand out. It will most often contain
Havana Club rum, cola, added sugar and a
lime.
The most unique of cocktails found in
Cuba originates in the historic city of Trinidad. The Canchánchara consists of rum, lime
juice, honey and soda water. Before strolling
the colorful streets of Trinidad and shopping
the artisan markets for souvenirs I sat down
to a three-course meal at Restaurant La Nueva Era. The dining room was homey. I felt as
though I had been invited in by the owners
personally. Wedding photos of the man and
woman serving our group were displayed on
the walls of the restaurant. A soft breeze filled

the room as performers set up, and waiters
brought out trays of Canchánchara’s. The beverage was strong but refreshing.
With the heat and having little in my
stomach at this point I had to limit myself to
one, but I surely enjoyed the cocktail, a staple
of Trinidad.
With the U.S. embargo still active imported goods are scarce and expensive. Restaurant owners in Havana and Trinidad said that
their produce was grown locally and they
purchase it from local markets for reasonable
prices. The ingredients they need are accessible and are for the most part affordable. The
warm climate in Cuba makes for ripe fruits
all year.
Walking around Trinidad in the sun I
came across a juice shop, La Cecilia. Store
manager, Thusnelda Duffay Vega, 43, of
Trinidad, boasted of their most popular juices
including orange, mango and tamarind. I
saw that the shop sign listed “platano.” I had
never tried plantain juice so with the help of
translator Kimberly Peña I asked Vega how
they make it.
“You take it from the branch, peel it, put it
in the blender, break it down, put sugar if you
want it with sugar, honey if you wish, depending on the person,” Vega said. From her
enthusiasm I knew it must be good but after
a sample of the mango I played it safe and
ordered a glass. She began pouring and didn’t
stop until she had filled a
16-ounce glass. For only 1
CUC you couldn’t go wrong.
After chugging this glass of
mango juice I felt as though
I had just drank from the
fountain of youth. I had
more energy than coffee or a
red bull could promise.
Maria Caridad Lahera
Gonzalez, owner of Restaurante La Corona Trinidad,
defined what makes a Cuban
meal. It isn’t a pork dish,
moros, flan or even coffee.
The most important aspect
of a restaurant is creating a
place where people can “talk
about important topics such
as culture, economics, politics, philosophy, any subject
matter,” Gonzalez said.
I can say that my classmates and I had many
conversations at the dinner
table and spent much time
pouring over the elaborate
dishes and beverages we had
just consumed. How could
we ever go back to eating off
of dollar menus and ordering takeout?
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Faces And Places
Of Cienfuegos
By ANALISA NOVAK
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n the south central region of Cuba is Cienfuegos, a city known as the Perla del Sur or
Pearl of The South. The buildings that surround Cienfuegos are the last remaining
remnants of the Spanish and French settlers who founded the city.
Within these hollow buildings everyday people work to help the city of a hundred
fires flourish. The people of Cienfuegos are shop owners, mechanics, cooks, teachers,
fathers, mothers, daughters and sons. The parents of the children in this small province
want only the best for them.
“All I want is for her to study, and in the
future that she is happy and helps me out.
All I want is for her to be good, nothing
bad to happen to her,” Nena says of her
daughter.
Cienfuegos is beautiful, but it also is a
city filled with poverty and struggles.
Past the decapitated houses that many
call home, a door remains ajar as a means
of a survival. Maria sells tiny amounts of
hotel soaps and shampoos that her neighbor steals from her job at a hotel. She is
locked out of attaining any employment
with any state-run enterprises that control
the vast majority of household income in
Cuba.
She points to her small supply of hotel
amenities and said, “My business is this,
and my friends bring me what they can,
so I can more or less survive. I have two
daughters, one of 10 and the other of
8 years. It’s been five years since I was
sanctioned and because of this I receive no
government help, no assistance. I live solely
on this.”
She said she was sanctioned by the government for speaking out to the media on behalf
of her brother, who she says was wrongfully accused of child molestation. Cuba owns all of
its media outlets, including the radio stations and in its constitution it allows for the arrest
of any who “publicly defames, denigrates, or scorns the Republic’s institutions, the political,
mass, or social organizations of the country, or the heroes or martyrs of the nation.”
For those who can work at the state-owned enterprises, it’s business as usual. In the
afternoon many are returning home from work or preparing to close down their shops.
Ferman, still wearing his mechanics uniform, stopped by a local shop to catch up with his
friend. Julieta runs and operates a TRD Caribe kiosk by the name of “La California.”
This shop sells products such as rum, canned fish and soda. It also has toiletries such
as nail polish and shampoo, which are items hard to find in Cienfuegos. As Julieta counts
her shop’s earnings of the day, Ferman says, “Mucho dinero” with a smile on his face. It was
good day for this business.
Around this time of day children are returning home from school.
Andrea, a 10-year-old, who had just gotten out of class, grabs her scooter. She wants to
be a marine biologist when she is older. Perhaps she will grow up seeing a different Cuba
than the one her mother and grandmother grew up in, as relations with the United States
begin to develop.
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Personal Economy In Cuba:
Past, Present And Future
By JOEL ANNIBALINI

L

iving under a strict Communist regime, the Cuban people face many
adversities in their daily lives, none
more prominent than the struggle
for economic freedom. After Fidel
Castro came to power in 1959, he began nationalizing businesses and seizing assets from
upper and middle-class business owners.
These assets ranged from large alcohol distributers to farmlands. Eventually the Cuban
people were left with few economic opportunities outside of government employment. In
its modern state, however, Cuba has reached
an economic crossroad.
The failures of a completely regulated
market have become evident in the poverty
of the Cuban people, the lack of resources
and outdated technologies. In the last few
years alone, the administration of Raul
Castro, who succeeded his brother Fidel, has
started to loosen its trade restrictions and
allow more room for the Cuban population
to thrive in the private sector. Taking a look
at three specific economic outlooks from
different areas of Cuba helps explain the difficulties of the past, present and near future
of the average Cuban and how each person
has adapted to the socio-economic paradigm
of their time.
NOEL
Atop the historic and colorful town of
Trinidad sits a giant radio tower, branded
with a faded sign reading “Radio Cuba.”
Operating the radio station is a man named
Noel, a 51-year old lifetime resident of Trinidad. From the roof of Noel’s post one could
see for miles the area around Trinidad, full of
mountains and empty fields. Noel, a longtime employee for Cuba Radio, explained the
history of Trinidad and its economic woes.
The barren fields surrounding the radio
tower were once home to lush sugar cane
plantations. Noel points to one bright-green
patch of sugar cane that remained in the distance, a sharp contrast to the yellow-brown
wasteland that filled the rest of the land.
“In the 18th and 19th centuries, this is
where most of the people worked,” he explains, but that occurred during the peak of
the slave trade, and the prosperity provided
by plantations took a downward spiral in the
20th century. Not only did the demand for

sugar cane shrink, but most of the crops died
because of severe weather problems in 1992,
never to recover.
Noel said, “The government never came
to help,” and without the fiscal means to
restart the large-scale agricultural process,
Trinidad’s economy has suffered ever since.
Its main natural resource now lies in the coffee plantations of the mountains, and some
small guava and mango farms in the valleys
below, but the main source of income for
Trinidad natives now relies heavily on tourism. Travelling anywhere outside the main
tourist attractions of the historic town, one
is thrown amid a serious state of economic deprivation, as people of all ages fill the
streets, begging for money, writing utensils
and anything else of practical or monetary
value.
BRIAN
In Miami International Airport recently,
large groups of Cubans gathered in line for
chartered flights back home, many with huge
plastic-wrapped packages weighing down
their baggage carts. Televisions, computers,
stereos and other electronics, were all tightly
compacted in a circular web of plastic and
branded with a family name. Naturally, this
gained the attention from non-Cubans in the
airport.
Brian, a young Cuban-American at the
Havana airport, later explained the reason for
these packages as he gathered four of his own
plastic-wrapped bundles from the baggage
belt. Born about an hour outside of Havana,
Brian had been living in Miami for a few
years, making constant trips back and forth,
since most of his family resides in Cuba. His
packages contained mostly electronic goods,
which he said he bought at cheap prices in
Miami. The main purpose for the purchase
of these items: resale.
Brian said that reaching the United States
as a young Cuban adult was not as hard as
one might expect. “You just need to know the
system,” he said.
For Brian and many of his peers, this
means signing up for short-term construction work in southern Florida and obtaining
a work visa to do so. Receiving permission from the Cuban government proves a
much more difficult task than United States
approval, as throughout history the United
States has admitted Cuban migrants through

Cuba’s economic future. In his only trip to
the United States, he recalled his experiences with huge chain corporations such
as McDonald’s and Burger King as positive
ones, for the cheap prices and availability of
food; in Cuba too many people have to rely
on government ration cards that cannot adequately provide their families with enough
food, residents say.
Lester stressed that Cuba needs these
sort of fast-food businesses, not only for
the access (though he doesn’t discuss health
concerns), but for more private sector jobs
for the Cuban people.
He also said that these businesses would
not affect the success of paladares, since they
attract tourists for the most part, and tourists
would still want to eat at authentic Cuban
eateries. And although currently employed
by a government hotel, Lester was adamant
that he would leave his job for a private one
as soon as the opportunity arose. Yet even
with his current job, he still feels forced to
illegally sell goods on the streets of Cienfuegos to keep a roof over his head.
Along with American businesses, Lester
sees the easing of travel restrictions as a
purely positive force for Cuba’s economic
future. “There is no money here,” he said, “so
we have to hope for people like the Americans to come and spend their money. The
government doesn’t allow us to make money,
so we all suffer.”
From the desolate fields of Trinidad, to
the caravanning of amenities from Miami to
Cuba, to the street-hustle of Cienfuegos, one
thing becomes clear: the Communist-run
economy of Cuba has failed its people. Although Brian, Noel, and Lester are far from
economic experts, each was born into the
struggle and has adapted in his own way to
the economic strife of his time.
Noel, the Radio Cuba employee, literally
saw the economy of Trinidad fall apart with
the destruction of its most profitable resource — with little to no government aid in
the aftermath. Brian, the young opportunist,
presently makes his living from construction contracts in Florida, while transporting
American goods back to his homeland to
provide for his island-locked family.
Then there’s Lester, the rebellious government worker who relies on pushing street
products on the side, just to survive — but
looks forward with optimism to the possibility that the opening of Cuba’s borders to
Americans and their businesses would give
Cuba a long-awaited economic boost. What
lies ahead for the personal economics of the
average Cuban is uncertain, but the clash of
American free market principles with the
old Communist economy would be interesting to watch.

a “special parole power” used by the attorney
general’s office — granting Cuban migrants
full legal status.
Brian described how people like himself would fulfill their work contracts, and
proceed to spend most of those earnings on
electronics and other goods — most notably
“the cheap stuff in Chinatown.” This includes
clothing and basic commodities as well,
but electronics provide the biggest score for
entrepreneurs such as Brian. Pointing to a
Samsung flat-screen television within one of
his bundles, Brian said that while the product
only cost him $150 in Miami, he could resell
it for $300 in Cuba.
When asked how the easing of trade restrictions with the United States would affect
his business, Brian answers confidently that
he’d expect more Cubans to immigrate to the
United States, including his own family. He
admits that there would be no need to bring
goods from Miami once American companies started shipping products to Cuba, but
from Brian’s point of view, “Life in America
would still be much better than here,” for the
economic and political freedoms alone.
LESTER
Another man — energetic about American freedoms, Cuban oppression and the
future relations between the two nations — is
Lester, a 30-something hotel-worker and
street dealer of cigars and other substances. A longtime resident of the coastal city,
Cienfuegos, Lester can’t contain his feelings
about the problems caused by the Cuban
government.
“The government is bullsh**,” he declares.
“You tell them that something is dirty or
broken, and they just tell you it’s fine.” Lester
cites as examples his city’s overflowing sewers
and dilapidated structures. But the biggest
issue Lester has with the government is its
stifling of Cuban small businesses, most
notably the “paladares.”
Paladares are the authentic, privately-owned restaurants, often run out of
family homes. These self-made businesses
were actually made illegal until the 1990s,
and struggle to this day in competition with
government-owned eateries. Lester stressed
that tourists need to eat at the paladares if
they really want to help the Cuban people
financially.
Lester is, nonetheless, optimistic about
DEVIN LEITH-YESSIAN
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Why Cuban Women
Marry Italian Men

G

By LORENZO BURGIO

rowing up the son of two parents who were born and
raised in Italy and studying Italian for the past two
years, I never thought it would be useful in Cuba for
reasons that go beyond the shared roots of the Spanish
and Italian languages.
So I was pleasantly surprised, while walking through Old Havana
and Cienfuegos, to find pockets of locals capable of speaking both
while hardly distorting the context.
At a tucked-away flea market in Old Havana, 69-year-old Elvira
Reynaldo Muñoz sold hand-crocheted clothing displayed on racks behind her. She sat patiently surrounded by apologies from a variety of
languages, as tourists maneuvered around the market’s tight quarters
knocking into each other.
A little white plaque with “Elvira” written in black hung from the
side of the booth. When approaching Muñoz I spoke a combination
of Italian and broken Spanish and she quickly distinguished the sister
language.
“Don’t worry, I speak Italian,” Muñoz said casually in Italian before
she standing to shake hands. She explained her knowledge of the Italian language developed through a lifelong passion for opera.
“I speak both, a lot, obviously Spanish more,” she said. “I have to
think of the differences between the two sometimes, but I’m used to
switching back and forth.”
Muñoz explained learning conversational Italian was uncomplicated. Having been raised in a Spanish-speaking household simplified
the process.
“It’s as if I learned more verbs with slightly different conjugations
[than Spanish],” said Muñoz, and after a slight pause, added, “And it
helps to remember Italian words end in vowels.”
Down a rugged side street in Old Havana was a quaint boutique
with stone walls perfectly carved out of a larger building. A 67-yearold woman, who was unwilling to be named, sat in the back on a
rustic wooden chair smoking a cigarette.
After she realized Spanish wasn’t effective for communicating, she

stopped and, in what almost seemed like a habit, slipped into Italian
and placed her crocheting needles down. “It’s all Latin,” she joked as a
breeze slightly shifted the dresses displayed in the doorway.
“There are lots of Italian tourists in this area; it wasn’t that hard to
learn after knowing Spanish,” the woman said as her son appeared on
a second-floor balcony that leads to her home and studio.
“The structure is similar with most Latin languages, conjugating
is conjugating,” she said while organizing clothes on her rack. “I just
focus on verbs and their endings, and Italians usually understand me.”
A brief walk from the boutique was a store displaying different
relics and paintings. The employee, who wished to not be named or
photographed, explained certain words and phrases are ubiquitous
in derivatives of Latin. While becoming familiar with Italian no more
than seven years ago, she continues to recognize similarities, “and I’m
almost 30.”
She believed developing an understanding with the sister language
helped increase business because Old Havana is a target destination
for many travelers, particularly Italians.
“I don’t think I’ve ever seen a local walk in here,” said the clerk.
Italian also proved to be an effective way to communicate with
locals in Cienfuegos.
Inside a corner store on the main boardwalk, a wall of cigars filled
the left side of the store and next to that were various shelves housing
different Cuban liquors. The clerk began to speak Spanish, but the
blank facial expression she received presumably caused a change to
French and after the next vacant expression, she began speaking what
she could in Italian.
“I don’t know that much, but it’s enough,” said the clerk before
completing the transaction and providing directions in Italian.
Although our tour guide, Milton Alexei Pérez Sotomayor, didn’t
speak Italian, he recognized its presence in Cuba.
“If one person speaks Portuguese, another Italian, and I’m speaking Spanish, we can all have a conversation, no problem,” Sotomayor
said. “A lot of tourists here come from Italy and a lot of Cuban women
end up marrying Italian men.”

Commentary:
Observations On Race Relations
By JOEL ANNIBALINI

T

he most interesting conversation I
had in Cuba took place on the departing plane in the waning minutes of our 8-day excursion. Cliff
Tasner, an American composer
from Los Angeles, brewed up a discussion
with me after the flight attendant moved us
next to the emergency door. I had made one
comment about the Rolling Stones concert
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the night before that set him off.
Proceeding to list every song played by The
Stones in perfect order, the loquacious Tasner
then described his views of the show’s atmosphere in great detail. Apparently his nephew
helped produce the show, and Tasner had
prime “seats,” though the show appeared to
be standing-room only. He asked if I had seen
the large, inebriated Cuban man, bobbing
around the crowd and leaning on innocent
bystanders, Tasner being one of them.

After stumbling around for a bit, the man
took a seat on the ground until a darker-skinned fellow helped him up. Eventually
the man ended up on a woman’s cooler, but
she didn’t seem to mind. From this story Tasner digressed into the subject of race in Cuba.
He noted the different skin tones of the
Cubans in the crowd, but also their behavior
toward one another. They all treated everyone
the same, whether they were light-skinned,
dark-skinned and everywhere in between.

The Cuban people stood and danced in
groups of mixed tones and simply enjoyed the
show, indifferent to racial differences, he said.
My immediate reaction from the concert
had been that my group of classmates had
drawn the most attention from the Cubans
for some of our uncommonly pale skin tones
and our foreign behavior; then I realized the
value in Tasner’s words. The Cuban people
at this historic concert shared a magnificent
unity, like nothing I’d seen before. This instance of an absence in racial tension between
the Cuban people changed my entire perspective of the trip.
On reflection I noticed throughout the
journey how casually some Cubans treated
race, as a physical description and nothing
more. One specific instance that stood out
took place during lunch at a restaurant in the
city of Trinidad. After singing a Spanish song
with a local Cuban band, our tour guide, Milton Alexei Pérez Sotomayor, announced plans
for the evening that included a possible trip
to the world-renowned cabaret, the Tropicana
Club of Havana.
In his description of the club, Sotomayor
acknowledged the beautiful “brown” girls
who would be performing that night, even
pointing across the room to one of the Cuban
band’s members, a young, dark-skinned
woman, who he identified as “mulatta.”
This produced some shocked expressions
from the American students, myself included,
who have grown up in a period of heightened
racial sensitivities and political correctness. In
the United States his statement would most
likely have been considered ignorant, even
borderline racist by a typical group of college
students. Yet in this moment in Cuba, it appeared just a basic description, nothing more.
This sharp contrast between racial sensitivities does not deny the existence of racism in
Cuba altogether. Black people have historically been discriminated against on the island
since the days of the African slave trade, just
as in the United States. This institutional racism in Cuba existed in tourism trade, healthcare, housing and the criminal justice system,
with some of these discriminatory practices
still evident today.
So why did the Cubans appear far less
concerned with race than many Americans,
especially if institutional racism persists?
When in doubt, blame the government. In
1959, Fidel Castro made a promise to fight a
“battle to end racial discrimination at work
centers.” Two short years later and after instituting egalitarian laws, Castro claimed that
the age of racism and discrimination was over
— a statement consistent with the network of
lies that the oppressive regime became well
known for. For years to come, the Castro regime would grow more oppressive, stripping
away the rights of all Cuban citizens aside
from the tiny group of political elites.
For decades since the revolution and quite

possibly for decades to come, the Cuban citizenry will be held hostage by a government
that determines what they can do and say in
their daily lives. This sort of socialist extremism has never been implemented in the United States, which leads to an interesting idea.
What if deep within the shadows of a violent, oppressive regime, blossomed something
beautiful, something shared among nearly
every Cuban man, woman and child? What
if the bond created through years of surviving without basic human rights allowed the
people of Cuba to cast down racial barriers, as
a necessary means to adapt and survive — the
result being an incredibly loving, hospitable
group of people, like no other group I’ve ever
encountered?
Or perhaps racial barriers are simply swept
under the rug. This sense of togetherness —
manifested in the poverty shared by most
Cubans — causes any racial tensions to take
a back seat in Cuba to many other issues,
such as a lack of basic necessities, a decaying
infrastructure and human rights.
In the United States we have, in a strange
way, the luxury of racial discussions. Where
Fidel Castro simply gets to claim that racism
in Cuba is over, we’ve had groups fighting
against racial discrimination for well over a
century, their voices growing stronger with
time.
According to a 2012 national census, the
Cuban people consist of three racial demographics, 64.1 percent white, 26.6 percent
mestizo (mixed race) and 9.3 percent black.
In the United States, however, the Cuban
“whites” would be considered Hispanic white
or Hispanic non-white, the mixed races split
between Hispanic and black, and blacks
would maintain the same race but with a
much different societal application.
While black Cubans have no voice in
their society, black Americans have both activist and pride groups, a prominent example
of the former being Black Lives Matter, which
has a strong voice in the current political
sphere surrounding the 2016 presidential
election.
Before my conversation with Tasner, I
never spent much time considering the role
that race plays in countries around the world.
In Cuba, it appears to be kept locked away
behind closed doors. There is a history of
discrimination against Afro-Cubans, starting
with slavery and continuing today with access
to certain jobs. These discriminatory practices fell by the wayside, nonetheless, when an
oppressive dictatorship decided to strip away
the rights of all Cubans, regardless of race.
The current state of race in the United
States is quite the opposite. Racial divides are
still prominent and create quite the fascinating paradox. Racial organizations of any sort
typically have one main objective: to unite
people of that race, in turn, giving them a
stronger voice in society. Whether fighting

against discrimination or for discrimination,
the creation of an interest group excludes
people in its inception alone.
Jiddu Krishnamurti, one of the brightest
humanitarians in the last century, once said,
“When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything
else, you are being violent. Do you see why it
is violent? Because you are separating yourself
from the rest of mankind. When you separate
yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition,
it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to
understand violence does not belong to any
country, to any religion, to any political party
or partial system; he is concerned with the
total understanding of mankind.”
Empirically, race has no value other than
to describe physical characteristics, where
ethnicity focuses on the cultural and ancestral
backgrounds of a person. And sure, for Cliff
and I, two white Americans sitting comfortably on a plane about to leave a third world
nation, it’s easy to discuss the beauty of what
appeared to be a lack of racial tension in
Cuba. Yet, even if this is only the case because
of how muffled the race issues in Cuba have
become, the idea of how to achieve racial
harmony cannot be under-stressed.
Hate, violence, discriminatory practices
— throughout history racial tensions have
caused so much despair it leads me to wonder
when we, as the human race, will be able
to overcome this illusory social construct.
Playing witness to the oneness of the Cuban
people at the Rolling Stones concert, and
discussing race with Tasner unexpectedly on
that plane ride, opened my eyes to the realities surrounding race.
There exists a plethora of issues facing the
world today, and as the smartest beings on
the planet, we, the human race, need to overcome the unnecessary, self-induced obstacles
to sustain ourselves, the ecosystems around
us and begin to work towards a more peaceful
world.
Racism still exists in many forms, old and
new, but progress is being made. Our first
black president is in his final year in office,
and a black woman will soon be displayed on
every 20-dollar bill, while at the same time,
Muslim men are being pulled off of planes
for speaking different languages on their cell
phones.
At some point, I hope, we can move
beyond the fear and lack of knowledge that
leads people to segregate and discriminate,
where individuality can take priority within
society. To philosophers such as Krishnamurti, this was the road to peace. The day when a
person is not judged by a category he or she’s
been thrown into, willingly or not, may not
come anytime soon, but at least for a small
moment at a historic rock concert in Cuba, a
few of us witnessed what that day might look
like.
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By RUTH BRUNO

ust from the streets of
Old Havana was being
kicked up by a steady
stream of tourists as
they flocked to the city
just days before President Barack
Obama’s visit. The visit called for
an increase in security and police
officers were visible on nearly every
street throughout the heart of the
city.
Immediately after stepping out of
our bus, we were greeted by a middle-aged women shaking maracas,
which are gourd-shaped musical
instruments popular in Cuba. She
invited us into her home where she
sold paintings, jewelry and other
knick-knacks for tourists in search of
souvenirs.
Looking for a chance to get past
the touristic side of Cuba, we asked if
she would mind an interview about
her daily life.
“No, no,” she said motioning with
her hands and with a worried glance
toward my camera. Then, as quickly
as our request was rejected, it was followed by
an invitation.
An older man living in one of the apartments above called down from his balcony
for us to come up to him. “You are family,”
he called down in Spanish as we climbed a
crumbling concrete staircase to get to his
floor.
Julio invited us into his living area where
he began to tell of his life as a dancer. As he
pointed to pictures of himself as a young
man, concerned neighbors called down from
the streets. After a quick exchange between
Julio and the neighbors, Julio decided it was
best if we left.
“I’m sorry,” he said in Spanish. “I don’t
want you to get in trouble.”
He said he was concerned for our safety,
but there is no doubt he was worried about
his own as well. This had not been our first
experience with the wall of silence put up
by the Cuban government. In fact, the first
encounter came within minutes of our arrival
in Cuba and was far more direct.
As our bags containing cameras and
microphones were passed through the airport
baggage scanners, we were stopped by security personnel in Aeropuerto Internacional José
Martí-La Habana. In Spanish they questioned
us, motioning to our bags. A student who
served as our translator was quickly summoned and a direct and pointed “talking-to”
by one of the security agents commenced.
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He explained that if we were doing any
kind of reporting or interviewing, we needed journalism visas and that we were not to
pursue any kind of journalistic work. Despite
our attempts to explain that we were only students on a class trip, he persisted. Eventually,
he let us through when we showed identification from our university, but not before he
took down the name and passport number of
our friend who was translating.
Later I spoke with Oscar, a professional
journalist who was working on a documentary in Cuba. He was returning to Miami. He
said that as he was entering the country, he
too was pulled aside and questioned because
of his wireless microphone. Because he had
a journalism visa, he was eventually allowed
into the country. But upon his return to the
airport he said he was questioned immediately, even before they had checked his bags.
“They were asking me about my work
as soon as they saw my face,” he said in a
lowered voice as we waited for our plane back
to Miami. “I don’t know how they knew it
was me, I was wearing no identification. This
government is always watching.”
The guarded atmosphere was palpable in
Havana, but out of the earshot and the views
of the policemen, Cubans were more inclined
to share their viewpoints.
“In America, you can say anything you
want about your president,” said Yasdany, 29,
a bellboy working at one of the many tourist
resorts in Veradero. “You can walk down the

street and call Obama names and nobody will
care. Here you will end up in jail.”
A map of the 2015 Reporters Without
Borders World Press Freedom Index ranks
countries across the globe based on the independence pluralism and respect for freedom
and safety granted to media and journalists.
Cuba is far to the bottom of the list ranking
at #169 out of the 180 nations and just few
ranks away from countries more well-known
for repressed speech such as China and North
Korea.
Despite a degree in mechanical engineering, Yasdany has been working as a bellhop
because it brings in more income. He explained that most employment in Cuba are
government jobs at low pay.
Two years ago, Yasdany left his job in engineering to come to the resort. Now he works
third shift, loading baggage onto the back of
a mobilized gold cart and delivering the bags,
and the bag’s owners, to their luxurious hotel
suites.
With tips from tourists added on to his
income, he is more capable of supporting
himself and his 6-month old daughter.
He says he has complaints about the government’s economic system, but he’s careful
about who he shares these complaints with.
Even now, he waits until his driving partner
leaves before sharing his complaints.
It’s a few minutes after 3 a.m. and the resort is mostly deserted except for a few other
bellboys-in-training who are practicing parking the mobilized vehicles in the distance.
“I have a good life here in Cuba, but it is
very difficult. And for others it is even more
difficult,” he said referring to friends and family members who cannot get jobs in tourism.
“Have you seen Old Havana and the people there? They have nothing,” said Yasdany.
He feels that the Cuban government needs to
provide a way for its citizens to earn more.
Still, Yasdany spoke proudly of the government. He is supportive of the socialist
ideologies that have been put in place under
Fidel Castro, but he also wants revisions.
“In Cuba, we have a poor government, if
this government had money, it would be the
best,” he said. “But the things offered, education, healthcare, are very expensive for the
government to pay for. Our government is
kind of stuck in the old way and they don’t
want to change anything.”
Yasdany said he feels that the lack of
Internet access is another restriction that puts
Cubans at a disadvantage. He hopes that the
government will allow for affordable Internet
connection within the next few years.
“Many people feel the way I do, but we
don’t talk about it,” he said. “We don’t want to
get in trouble with the government.”

Sickle And Sound:
Cuban Music In The 21st Century
By JOHN RAK

ANALISA NOVAK

Silenced Speech

W

ithin the confines of
a country marred by
centuries of political and
economic strife lie a multitude of unique sounds
blended together over the course of history.
The island nation of Cuba boasts musical
influences from countries and cultures the
world over, which has allowed its sounds to
evolve despite international sanctions and a
lack of free-flowing information.
The origins of Cuban music can be traced
to the initial conquest and subjugation of
Cuba by the Spanish in the early14th century,
with the initial musical instruments being
brought over by monks and music teachers.
Over time, the sounds of the Spanish merged
with the labor force of slaves who had themselves kept the music of their various cultures
alive through oral means. From the soft,
clave-based rhythms of Afro-Cuban jazz to
the romantic melodies of Spanish-infused flamenco, Cuba now boasts an array of unique
genres that are all its own.
When the Rolling Stones played Ciudad
Deportiva de la Habana on March 25, they
co-sponsored a charity facilitated by the Latin
GRAMMY Cultural Foundation to distribute
new instruments and supplies provided by
brands such as Gibson, Vic Firth, and Zildjian
to those musicians in need. For the average
Cuban musician, the instruments they utilize
can prove quite costly to maintain, as the
average monthly salary in Cuba is the equivalent of $20.
This leads to hot spots that are centered on
the tourism industry, where bands can find
the necessary funding in the tips of tourists.
These tips usually consist of the stronger r
CUC, as opposed to the standard Cuban
peso, which allows musicians more purchasing power, as maintenance is quite costly. For
those without access to the CUC, however,
there are small outlets run by the government that produce and sell instruments more
central to Cuba at a lower cost, such as batá
drums, bongos and claves.
“La Casa del arte is a warehouse where we
find good musical instruments, but there are
also places in Havana operated by the government where you can find instruments as well,”
said Marisleidy Castro, a singer who performs
as part of a small group that plays tourist
venues across Trinidad. “You can find guitars,
bass guitars, percussion instruments such as

drums, conga drums, and minor percussion
instruments like the Cuban tres (three-string
guitar). The instruments are made by artisans,
not the government. They’re made precisely
for small groups beginning their career.”
In Cuba, music is treated as both a source
of entertainment and a professional vocation.
Most institutes pertaining to music education
are located in the capital of Havana, where
candidates gravitate from across the island to
hone their skills in a professional setting.
“Music for me is everything. I studied it
for 7 ½ years at an institute in Havana, after
I went to college and my major is in music,
which is also in Havana,” said Marisleidy
Castro.
In addition to these schools, there are
other centers set up to further the growth
of aspiring students of the arts, such as the
Palacio Ferrer, a mansion located in central
Cienfuegos that serves as both a national
monument and a vocational school for youth
who want to better their future through the
arts. The interior of the Ferrer is spacious,
with dilapidated rooms serving as individual
artist studios for local children and teens to
practice and build connections with other
like-minded individuals.
In one of these rooms, a newly formed
band practiced classic rock’n’roll pieces
translated into Spanish that, until fairly
recently, had been outlawed by the Cuban
government. The approval process for music
can prove vexing and arduous, leaving many

Cubans with a love for older music that has
continually stood the test of government
scrutiny.
Artists such as Michael Jackson and Duran
Duran remain a constant, and can be heard
echoing from houses and restaurants the
island over. With the easing of American
restrictions come new artists that instantly trend among the Cuban populace. The
insatiable love for all things American has
reached new heights because of Obama’s recent visit, causing widespread optimism that a
new age of information is set to take effect.
“I’m grateful we now have access to music
because it has nothing to do with politics;
music is music and I am glad that the relations have been opened up to be able to have
access to American music,” said one street
musician in Trinidad. This sentiment appears
to fit the beliefs of many Cuban citizens.
“I was always attracted to that kind of music because it was always special to us Cubans
because we were always denied this because
of our relations,” he continued, adding that
they still manage to obtain and listen to music
in the face of censorship. The number of flash
drives filled with music present in taxis and
cars appear to have supported his statement.
Cuba boasts a strong music presence out
of love and necessity. In a country where
information is regulated and the average
person cannot afford the limited Internet and
television available, music remains a constant
avenue of expression.
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members of Congress along with eager businessmen ready to get started on commercial
deals.
Despite the positive affirmations toward
the president during his visit, and the hopeful
aura that circles the people of Havana, not
all are confident in this rekindled friendship.
Some of the older generation, still plagued
with memories and resentment of 50 years of
U.S. sanctions, are unable to clearly comprehend the benefits that could come from
the reformed relationship between the two
countries.
William Night, 61, of Havana said he
believes this is a relationship that will be more
beneficial to America than it will be to Cuba.
“They’ll stop thinking we’re [Cuba] bad.
People don’t understand, most people still
think about what happened years ago,” said
Night referring to the Cuban missle crisis.
Night explained that the reconciliation,
however, would allow people to not think
negatively about Cuba if the two countries
become friends.
Aside from looking for business opportu-
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Obama Visit:
A View From The Streets
By JACQUELINE STOUGHTON

T

ypically a lively scene, the streets
of Old Havana were quiet; the
center, usually filled with vendor
carts, was cleared out. Locals and
tourists sat in the square, basking
in the hot sun while enjoying the rustic scenery as they watched a small television crew
set up cameras around the perimeter of the
square preparing for one of the biggest events
to happen in recent Cuban history – a visit
from President Barack Obama.
“Of all the things that are in our country,
hopefully Obama can take off the blockade
and that way we can have better relationships
and maintain this relationship between our
two countries,” said Jadir Matos Almagun,
33, of Central Havana. “The whole world is
watching what is happening with Obama visiting Cuba and our president, but yes, I think
the relationship will be better and everything
will be maintained in peace.”
Almagun explained the excitement that
filled the Cuban people as they gathered to
greet the president. They anticipated seeing
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his interaction with the local communities.
The Cubans looking on were happy with
Obama’s visit, hoping that it will not only
bring the start of a better future for their
country but for their own lives as well. The
visit brought them great pleasure to be able
to show off the beauty of their country and
culture to not only Obama but all of America.
“We were all good with it [President
Obama’s visit with President (Raul) Castro]
when they agreed to meet and I’m happy they
agreed so he can have memories of us,” said
Meamelanis, 14, of Cienfuegos. “I’m happy
they got together; whatever is good for this
country.”
Ending the blockade and gaining more Internet access throughout the country is a top
priority for most Cubans. Currently, luxurious
resorts and hotels are the only places on the
island with such a high-end amenity as the
Internet.
“Everyone has their own thought, we’re
happy about it [Obama visiting] and we hope
that it happens again and we hope that things
positively change,” said Almagun. “We’re
hoping firstly, that the blockade is cancelled

and that Guantanamo Bay (detention center)
is closed because it’s here illegally. We desire
to have Internet, because the Internet here is
very limited.”
During his three-day visit, Obama met
with and addressed Raul Castro and the
Cuban people at the Grand Theater of Havana, explored the city and interacted with its
people in their own communities. He also
sat with Castro at the historic game between
the Tampa Bay Rays and the Cuban national
baseball team.
“I have come here to bury the last remnant
of the Cold War in the Americas. I have come
here to extend the hand of friendship to the
Cuban people,” Obama said in his speech
at the Grand Theater. “I want you to know I
believe my visit here demonstrates that you
do not need to fear a threat from the United
States. And given your commitment to Cuba’s
sovereignty and self-determination, I’m also
confident that you need not fear the different
voices of the Cuban people and their capacity to speak and assemble and vote for their
leaders.”
At the president’s side stood dozens of

nities, the president pleaded with the Cuban
government to loosen its restraint on the
economy and the political system. He urged
Cubans to move toward American democratic ideals for the sake of their youth.
“Having removed the shadow of history
from our relationship, I must speak honestly
about the things that I believe, the things that
we as Americans believe. I can’t force you to
agree, but you should know what I think,”
said Obama. “It’s time to lift the embargo, but
even if we lifted the embargo tomorrow, Cubans would not realize their potential without
continued change here in Cuba. If you can’t
access information online, if you cannot be
exposed to different points of view, you will
not reach your full potential, and over time
the youth will lose hope.”
While in Cuba, the president made sure to
make time to visit all the important historical
monuments in Havana – a gesture that meant
a lot to the Cuban people. One stop was at
the Jose Marti monument, a towering architectural piece built in the center of the Plaza
de la Revolucion. Jose Marti , a poet, journal-

ist and revolutionary intellectual, has provided inspiration to Cuba’s ongoing revolution.
“I’m happy because it’s the first time he
came and with his family, said Daniela, 13,
of Cienfuegos.. All of Cuba really appreciates him. When Obama started praying all
of Cuba started to clap and marched. It was
raining but he still visited, he enjoyed the city.
He visited all the monuments and he visited
the José Martí monument.”
Despite doubts that still linger among
many Cubans, the majority have hope that
the reconciliation will produce good results
and will allow Americans to see Cubans for
who they really are – kind, generous and welcoming people who are proud of the country
they live in just the way it is.
“For us, the people of Cuba, we are very
grateful that President Obama is coming so
he gets the chance to see our society and the
people of Cuba,” said Almagun. “[To see] that
things are what people may not think – we
are a country, free.”

Money Is Scarce,
Food Is Scarce, Life Is …
By DEVIN LEITH-YESSIAN

H

AVANA — It’s said that in Cuba nobody goes hungry, but that doesn’t mean food is plentiful.
The government-supplied rations once covered
most of what a family needed, but today, after years
of reductions, it’s barely enough.
“Every month the government gives 5 kilograms of rice, 5
kilograms of sugar, salt, oil, milk for the child,” says Guillermo Enrique, who goes by William on the recommendation of his English
teacher.
The stores where Cubans go to buy the steeply discounted food
supplied on their ration cards appear barren by American standards. An egg shop displays only a few dozen pallets of eggs, doled
out by a government worker from behind the counter.
“It’s not enough,” Enrique said.
Adzan Fernandez said that for each person in the family, five of
the “small eggs” can be bought.
“You die with that. Without money you can’t live like this,” he
said of the ration cards. So, to get the food he needs for his family, Fernandez, like many other Cubans, has to turn to the black
market.
To buy some powdered milk for his daughter, Fernandez went
outside a food store, which was closed for the day, and whistled to a
few people on a balcony across the street.
“Hey friend, are you there?” he asked in Spanish. After a quick
exchange, he leaned up against the wall and waited.
A few minutes later a woman walked up the street, stopping next
to Fernandez.
“Do you have milk?” he asked.

She looked around skittishly before quickly reaching her hand
into her purse and pulling out a package of powdered milk. Once
she had been paid, she quickly vanished back down the street.
The package, which Fernandez said is enough to last three
months, cost 15 CUCs, yet his monthly salary is approximately 22.
“I don’t know,” he said when asked where he thinks the woman
obtained the milk. “Cuban people live on black market,” Fernandez said, but there are other places Cubans turn to for what their
government doesn’t provide.
In the city of Trinidad, food stands are nearly ubiquitous in poor,
urban neighborhoods. Vendors set up a table or a bike basket outside their homes or on a street corner to sell their neighbors fruits
and vegetables, much of which is locally grown on the island. For
the vendors, this is a livelihood that allows them to feed themselves
and their families.
A more free-market, option-oriented food source than the
government shops, the food stands offer the affordability of food
depending on what one wants.
Likewise, income varies day to day and the government takes
its cut through “contributions” vendors pay. As such, for some this
isn’t a full-time job; one vendor in Trinidad doubles as a stoneworker.
To get a meal in Cuba is a struggle through government bureaucracies, pricey retailers and a not-so-hidden black market. To
Americans, it may seem a byzantine scenario, yet for Cubans, it’s
their life, with some even taking great pride in being able to navigate it.
Fernandez, however, disagrees. He has tried to leave by boat
three times, each a failure. “I want to go to the United States,” he
said. “We have no future.”
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Made In Cuba
By KILEY KRZYZEK
AND LORENZO BURGIO

O

ff one of the main roads filled
with tourists in Old Havana,
down a cobblestone street, was
a little boutique owned by a
young Cuban man, his wife
and his grandmother, who crochet clothing
upstairs in the grandmother’s studio.
The elderly woman sat patiently crocheting a new article of clothing one afternoon.
With a ball of yarn placed in a bowl next to
her chair, she continued to create a dress to
be placed right on the rack for customers. She
said she has been crafting garments for 49
years and the boutique has been in her family
for 57 years.
To her right sat a mannequin perfectly displaying an ivory open-knit dress. This drew
customers’ attention to another rack with
various dresses and open cardigans seemingly
just created.
A dressing room resembling an under-thestairs closet with a simple curtain for privacy
was found past the grandmother, in the back
of the cozy and quaint boutique. After being
assured everything fit, the grandmother made

sure everything was up to the customer’s
standards.
She agreed to be filmed, but declined to
be named and explained in Italian the small
hole-in-a-wall shop has “clothing for anyone,
from kids to adults, but mostly females.”
The crocheted clothes are perfectly breathable for the island heat. The cotton-blend
material is made in a nearby Cuban city.
Crocheting is a technique similar to knitting,
but with a different type of knot that leaves an
open-stitch, creating an effect similar to lace.
Crocheted clothing was also sold down
the street at a tourist shop on the main road.
A large portion of the clothing displayed was
purchased from locals who handmade new
articles of clothing to showcase their work in
this apparently more visited shop.
The shopkeeper, who declined to be
named or photographed, has worked there
for 13 years. She said the majority of the
customers are “all tourists, I’ve almost never
seen locals here.” The store also sold lots of
souvenirs such as postcards, ‘Cuba’ T-shirts,
handmade wood figurines and ashtrays.
Just down the alley was a local flea market
where artisans displayed handmade jewelry,
leather goods, shoes and again, crocheted

clothes.
One vendor was Elvira Reynaldo Muñoz,
a self-described textile artisan who had a rack
of hand-crocheted clothes, including a pink,
open cardigan with the word ‘Cuba’ hidden in
the stitches.
She spoke Italian, which she learned from
watching operas all of her life. When she was
quite young, her mother handed down the
family knitting needles to her.
“My mom said: ‘You work! You work,’
when I was 10,” said Muñoz. Now 69, she has
since taken over the business after her mother
died.
The flea market was very selective on who
can show products.
Muñoz said representatives from the
municipality of Old Havana come to this
flea market to speak about how to work in
the marketplace, especially in tourist areas.
The representatives deem who is able to sell
merchandise in this sectioned off flea-market,’
so they can document who purchases which
items.
Muñoz was thrilled to speak to Americans,
referring to them as her neighbors.
“This is how it is, this is how it’s been.”

LAURA HASPESLAGH

Getting Around Cuba
By ANDRE EARLY

T

o outsiders, one of the images of Cuba that comes to
mind, besides cigars and rum, is the classic American cars
that gracefully roam the streets. But the transportation
system in Cuba is much more complex than that and the
most popular method of travel focuses on feet rather than

LORENZO BURGIO
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wheels.
To get back and forth, many people rely on hitchhiking, or coger
botella (grabbing the bottle), which involves potential passengers
standing on the street trying to catch the attention of passing vehicles
in order to get to their next location.
People living in Cuba rely on this method of travel so much so
that there is a system monitored by government officials insuring that
hitchhikers get rides from passersby. That’s right, the law of the land
states that those with vehicles have a responsibility to pick up those
in need of passage. The government officials that regulate this law are
known as “El Amarillo” and can be easily identified by their beige-yellow uniforms. People do not always stop, especially if the enforcers are
not around. But if they do, the common courtesy is to tip the drivers.
The reality is that few people can afford cars, most of which are
either passed down through generations or are purchased with funds
sent from family members living abroad. The cars often have newer
parts under the hood, which also come from abroad.
“Paying for a car is too much, it’s not for you, and it’s for people,”
explained Daniel, a young bicyclist in Havana. What he was insinuating was that purchasing a car is usually a collective effort from
multiple Cubans, and that people don’t usually just purchase one for
themselves.
There are taxi services, which are used mostly by tourists, and these
are new Asian/European vehicles. The taxis for the Cubans resemble

the classic American car models the country is known so well for.
Inside these vehicles there is usually no meter, and the price is most
likely agreed on before to leaving.
Those fortunate enough to have bicycles often use them for personal travel — and to make money.
Daniel, the young man mentioned earlier, is actually a tour guide
in Havana who relies on his bike, which is affixed to a cart, to make a
living. He said it took him a month to earn enough money to pay for
the bike.
Without a car, bikes may prove to be the most efficient way of
getting around, yet they are still relatively expensive for the average
Cuban. Those who lack the necessary funds still have to rely on public
transportation such as city buses. The problem with this method of
transportation is that the buses involved are often humid, overcrowded and undependable.
“I’d rather hitchhike than catch a bus,” one young woman said. She
explained that buses, although inexpensive,(costing less than 1 CUC,
under a dollar) are very dirty and unreliable, yet the main appeal is
often the cost.
There is one mode of transportation not often seen in many of the
cities: horseback. Horses, which may run someone around 500 CUCs,
are faster and can adapt to more terrain than bikes. In Cienfuegos and
Trinidad, I observed this dated technology first-hand.
In Cienfuegos I met a man willing to charge me only 10 CUCs
(about $9) for a ride anywhere I wanted to go in his horse-drawn cart.
While this was moderately expensive, I couldn’t deny that his taxi
service could be a good deal, but there were limitations.
“I have to split the cart with two other guys,” he said.
He meant he owns the operation with two other men. The struggle
here was the same for anyone with plans to afford their own transportation. It took saving and sharing, which seems to be the Cuban way.
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By RUTH BRUNO,
ANALISA NOVAK
AND KIMBERLY PEÑA

‘There Is No
Obstacle
We Cannot
Overcome’
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I

n the city of Cienfuegos Esther watches as her grandchildren share a scooter and
run up and down the sidewalk outside of their rustic
home. She stands in the doorway,
her arms crossed and a satisfied
smirk on her face.
Shouts and laughter can be
heard from the plaza in the center
of the city, where young teenage
boys scuffle with one another
over a friendly game of soccer.
As the evening hours set over the
city, children from all over the
neighborhood have come out to
soak up the last couple hours of
sunshine for the day.
The practice seems routine.
Peaceful, even in the midst of
poverty.
“The future of my kids is here
in Cuba. This is where I raised
them,” says Esther, through
a translator, as she gestures
towards her young grandson and
his older sister. She brings out

working is quite prevalent, though again, as
in the United States, the number of men in
top education positions far outnumber the
women.
While there are striking similarities to
the struggles faced by U.S. women, the political dynamics of Cuba allow for some key
differences as well. In some ways, the rights
of women are more progressive than they
have been in the U.S. For example, women
are given mandatory paid maternal leave.
There are laws requiring the equal division of
household chores and responsibilities, though
some say these laws are not always obeyed.
Furthermore, in stark contrast to the only
recent legalization of abortion in some states
of the U.S., abortion has been legal in Cuba
since 1965.
And while the amount of equality Cuban
women enjoy is debatable, women make up
80 percent of the education workforce and
two-thirds of the lawyers and judges in the
country.
Cuban women have also made their way
into the political spotlight.
Liaena Hernández Martínez made
Cuban history when she was elected to
Parliament in March of 2008 as the youngest
member to ever serve. She was just 18. Mariela Castro Espín, daughter of Raul Castro, has
been an advocate for LGBT rights and has
served as a member of the Cuban Parliament.
She made headlines across the world in 2014
when she voted “No” to a workers’ rights bill

that she said did not go far enough in protecting the rights for HIV-positive citizens and
those with unconventional gender identities.
Cuban women still remain a minority
in the country’s National Assembly making
up 43.6 percent of the 614 member unicameral legislature. However, this is substantially
greater than women’s representation in the
U.S. Congress, where women make up about
17 percent of the members in the House and
Senate.
“The politics of our country” promotes
gender equality, says Fernandez. “Each day
the women help a little to advance ourselves.
There is machismo in some people, more
than anything in other generations. Not ours,
but the ones before us.”
“My grandfather—I never saw him clean
or cook a meal,” Fernandez says shaking her
head. “Nothing. He didn’t know. My grandmother, just a little, didn’t raise him well. But
other than that, my generation is not like
that.”
If there is a sense of sexism it is difficult
to detect right away.
Vivadice has worked at a coffee shop
in Las Terrazas for the past two years. She is
the mother of two children – a 14-year-old
daughter and a 4-year-old son. Scurrying
about a small open kitchen to serve coffee to
tourists, Vivadice kept her answer short when
asked about discrimination: “Everyone has
problems, but there is no obstacle we cannot
overcome.”
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Shop) she takes a break from showing customers the small buttons and zippers sold at
her boutique.
“In our country they don’t support”
discrimination against women, says Fernandez. “Completely the opposite. Every day the
women are in the leadership roles. Every day
the men help us a little more.”
Fernandez, who has worked in the shop
since 1996, feels that among the goals of the
communist government, the push to ensure
equality between men and women has been a
priority.
In 2010, 48 delegates from the American
Association of University Women’s International Series on Culture and Gender Roles
visited Cuba to research the rights allotted to
women in the country. The team of delegates
visited Havana to meet with female leaders in
the areas of politics, law, arts and education.
In total, the delegates met with 27 different
Cuban women to gain insight into the opinions on gender equality in the home, in the
workplace, in politics and in education.
Research by the team concluded that
women in Cuba are mostly faced with similar
problems encountered by women in the
United States. For instance, just as in the U.S.,
while a high percentage of women earn college degrees, they are outranked and outnumbered by men in the departments of math and
sciences.
In the fields of education from grade
schools to universities, the number of women

a picture of her daughter and
explains that her daughter left for
Houston two years ago.
“My children have always
grown up in Cuba; they’ve always
gone to school here. The schools
here are good, the medical…all is
good,” says Esther. “If she wants
to come back…come back,” says
Esther as she gazes at the picture
of her daughter.
Her other daughter, Jamilani,
who is six months pregnant, has
joined her side and nods her
head in agreement as she runs
her hands through her young
son’s hair. Jamilani, 28, works as a
nurse at the local hospital. She is
one of the women who make up
69 percent of health care workforce, including doctors. Like her
mother, she says she is content
with the opportunities Cuba has
provided her as a woman though
she says she is not one to take an
interest in politics.
In Havana, Alia Fernandez,
who runs a tourist shop for the
government, is more concerned
about the rights of women in
Cuba. Inside La Mañequita Azul
Merceria (The Little Blue Doll
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